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1.

INTRODUCTION, PURPOSE, AND DISTRIBUTION

Purpose: Coastal Law is committed to the safety and well-being of its students, faculty, staff,
and visitors. In accordance with applicable laws, regulations, and policies that govern
emergency preparedness and response, Coastal Law has established an Emergency Response
Plan (ERP) to address major emergencies that may threaten the health and safety of the Coastal
Law community and/or its neighbors, affect Coastal Law facilities and resources, or disrupt
Coastal Law operations. The purpose of this planning document is to set forth preparation
procedures, designate responsibilities, and outline specific courses of action to be followed in
response to a potential/actual disaster or emergency.
Distribution: The ERP has been distributed to all members of the Coastal Law community.
An electronic version of the ERP has been posted to the general website at www.fcsl.edu under
the Student Life tab on the Safety and Security page.
Annual Plan Review and Training: Updating and maintaining the ERP will be the
responsibility of the Director of Security or their designee. The Plan is to be reviewed annually in
June by the Emergency Response Team (ERT), which consists of law school staff under the
leadership of the Dean. Upon revision, the updated ERP will be distributed via e-mail to Coastal
Law students, staff and faculty. Safety drills will be conducted annually by senior members of the
Emergency Response Team.
Discussion: Any emergency situation or pending/actual disaster can challenge even the best
prepared and rehearsed organization. Academic institutions are no exception. Therefore, it is
incumbent upon Coastal Law to continually refine planning to respond to natural or man-made
threats to our campus, and for recovery operations to return the campus to normal operations in
the shortest time feasible. Clearly, the number one priority is protection of human life and
prevention of injury to personnel. Protection of Coastal Law assets (buildings, equipment,
supplies, etc.) is also very important and will ensure the school will return to normal operations as
quickly as possible following a threat or disaster.
General Responsibility: The responsibility to assist students/alumni/visitors and protect Coastal
Law facilities rests with school representatives (administration, staff and faculty). Specific
responsibilities are outlined later in the plan.
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2.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION

2.1 Emergency Response Team
The direction and execution of preparing and responding at Coastal Law, or in the surrounding
community if called upon by the city, will be the responsibility of the Emergency Response
Team (ERT). The Emergency Response Team consists of the following members in order of
authority:










President
Dean
Dean of Academic Affairs
Director of Security & Facilities
Associate Dean of Library and Technology
Network/System Architect, Information Technology
Director of Marketing and Communications
Human Resources Manager
Assistant Dean of Student Services

2.1.1 ERT Activation
The ERT is activated by the Dean. In an emergency, if the Dean is absent from campus, any of the
positions granted emergency authority above may activate the ERT. The Executive Assistant to the
Dean and President will send notification and directions to all members of the Emergency
Response Team.
2.1.2 Emergency Response Team Responsibilities:
President




Dean





Dean of
Academic
Affairs



Director of
Facilities &
Security








Acts as highest level of campus authority during emergencies, crisis or
disaster
Leads Emergency Response Team in making policy decisions regarding
response and recovery
Acts as primary alternate in President’s absence
Activates and coordinated the activities of the Emergency Response Team
Works with Director of Marketing to provide local media, including radio
and television stations, with FCSL news announcements, which may
include evacuation notices, so that students, employees, and families can
monitor campus plans and activity
Responsible for decisions concerning the cancellation, rescheduling, or
relocation of classes, tests, and other programs interrupted by an incident
Coordinates and directs actions of the academic departments (LL.M.,
Faculty Assistants, Faculty)
Reviews plan annually, and revises as necessary
Ensures all security personnel are provided regular training and specific
procedures on each of the various disaster scenarios articulated in the plan
Ensures annual inspections on safety and emergency equipment
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Associate Dean
of Library &
Technology
Network/Systems
Architect
Director of
Marketing &
Communications











HR Manager




Assistant Dean of
Student Services








Maintains communication and liaison with authorities in
Deerwood Center complex
Coordinates facilities and security responses during emergencies
Sends E2Campus Alerts to Coastal Law Community
Coordinates local IT responses during emergencies
Coordinates and directs actions of the following departments (library and
technology)
Provides support with communication tools
Provides support with phone services during emergency events
Works with President and Dean to develop School’s messages during an
emergency for communication to students, staff, and faculty
Updates information posted on Coastal Law website in order for students,
parents, employees, and visitors to have access to the latest information
concerning the campus
Works with President and Dean to provide local media, including radio and
television stations, with Coastal Law news announcements, to include
evacuation notices, so that students, employees, and families can monitor
campus plans and activity
Maintains logs of significant events related to human resources
Coordinates and directs actions of following departments (Admissions,
Center for Professional Development, and Finance)
Maintains access to current list of all employee names and phone numbers
Follows up with employees after incidents
Maintains logs of significant events related to student services
Assesses and coordinates student crisis management and other needs
Ensures compliance with U.S. Dept. of Education regulations
Coordinates class rosters with registrar

2.2 Emergency Activation Levels
 Level 1 Emergency: When a situation appears likely to occur at some point in the near
future that may pose a threat to life, safety, or security on campus. Typically affecting
only campus property. Emergency Response Team may activate. If activated, ERT will
determine if the Emergency Coordination Center (ECC) will be activated.


Level 2 Emergency: When an imminent or already occurring situation poses an immediate
threat to life, safety, or security on campus. Typically affecting only campus property.
Emergency Response Team will activate and determine if the ECC needs to be activated.
ERT will work with external emergency resources to mitigate the threat on campus.



Level 3 Emergency: When an imminent or already occurring situation poses an immediate
threat to life, safety, or security on campus and extends into the surrounding community.
External emergency resources will assume command of the emergency response effort.
Emergency Response Team will activate. The Emergency Coordination Center will also be
activated.
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2.3 Emergency Authority
If an emergency arises during a time the President is absent from campus, the authority to take
necessary and appropriate actions on behalf of the President is hereby delegated to the
following administrator in order of ranking:
1. Dean of the Law School
2. Dean of Academic Affairs
3. Director of Security & Facilities
2.4 Emergency Coordination Center (ECC)
Upon activation, the Emergency Coordination Center (ECC) serves as the centralized location
to monitor and report the impact of emergencies while providing communication between the
ECC and the campus. The ECC is the focal point for coordination, direction, and control of
emergency preparedness, response, and recovery activities for the campus. The ECC will be
managed by the Emergency Response Team.
2.4.1 ECC Activation
The ECC may be activated when necessary to facilitate the School’s response and subsequent
recovery from any emergency. The Emergency Activation Levels are used to classify the
significance of the event. Any member of the ERT is authorized to activate the ECC.
2.4.2 Location of Activation
When the ECC is activated, the ERT will convene in the following pre-designated location.
1. Deans’ Conference Room (377)
2. Library Conference Room (344) – Alternate location
2.4.3 Alternate ECC Location
Depending on the dynamics of an emergency, it may be necessary to relocate to another
location to perform the ECC functions. The emergency may either disrupt the functionality of
the primary location or it may jeopardize the safety of staff working at the ECC.
In the event that an alternative location needs to be used, the Executive Assistant to the Dean
and President will notify members of the ERT via text and/or email.
2.4.4 The Dynamic Team
Depending on the emergency, a dynamic team will be formed to respond to the emergency.
This team is flexible, scalable, and an adaptable part of the emergency response structure. The
size and the selected participants of the team will depend upon the individual emergency, and
the necessary resources and expertise that team members bring to resolve the specific
emergency. As emergencies develop and are resolved, the size and number of participants
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might grow or diminish depending on the current response and recovery activities.
2.5 Essential Personnel
Specific staff required to maintain facilities operation and campus security, Emergency
Response Team members, and those designated prior to an emergency to assist with damage
assessment immediately following a disaster are designated as essential personnel. Other
employees are considered non-essential and should wait for notification to return to work.
Communication tools such as e2Campus Alerts, the school hotline, the school website, email
notification, and/or phone calls will be used to notify personnel depending on available
resources and capabilities following a disaster.
Action required of team members will vary in response to a specific disaster, and in the case of a
hurricane, will coincide with notification of warning phases. In addition, principal team members
are expected to delegate duties to subordinates, as necessary. However, upon notification of a
HURRICANE WARNING (storm landfall within 24 hours), all non-essential employees (those
not required for campus storm preparation, security, etc.) will be permitted to depart the campus
and attend to the needs of their families.
2.6 Emergency Documentation
It is important that the emergency be properly documented from the beginning of an event until
the ERT deems the threat controlled. ECC Activity Logs provided for each emergency situation
include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Emergency Incident Report Form
ERT activity logs and journals
Copies of all communication messages sent
Emergency and responsibility checklists
Public information and media reports
After Action Report & Improvement Plan
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3.

COMMUNICATIONS

Communication should be handled and delivered through the appropriate members of the
Emergency Response Team. External communication issued by Coastal Law will be made by the
Dean, or designee, providing both general and specific information about a campus emergency.
3.1 Policy Statement
Upon confirmation of a significant emergency or dangerous situation involving an immediate
threat to the life, safety, or security of the community occurring on campus, Florida Coastal
School of Law will take into account the safety of the community, determine the content of
emergency notification messages and initiate the notification system, unless issuing a notification
will compromise efforts to assist a victim or to contain, respond to, or otherwise mitigate the
emergency.
3.2 Communication Tools
The following tools may be requested for use by Authorized Officials to disseminate information
during an emergency situation. Please note that the tools chosen for use may differ depending on
the situation (methods range from smallest to largest population).
 E2Campus Alerts
 Email Notification
 Social Media
 The School’s Website
 The FCSL Main Line, 680-7700
3.2.1 Social Media
Coastal Law uses various social media websites, including Facebook and Twitter, to notify
members of the campus community about events occurring on campus, both emergency and nonemergency related.
3.2.2 Website
In the event of an emergency, a news story will be placed on the website and held in the top
position under the 'News & Noteworthy' section. In that space, Marketing & Communications
will provide updates to the story as needed.
The school does have the ability to replace the main content portion of the current homepage
with just the text of an emergency. However, only in extreme cases, including encountering
problems with the other emergency communications platforms should this tactic be used.
3.2.3 Press Relations
In accordance with Florida Coastal School of Law’s media policy, reporter inquiries regarding
school policies, procedures, or any other proprietary information are to be directed by Coastal
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Law’s Director of Marketing and Communications. Typically, the President and Dean are the
only staff authorized to speak to policies, procedures and proprietary business information about
the School.
3.3 E2Campus Pre-Scripted Notification Messages
The following emergency notification message frameworks are approved for use as immediate
notifications. Additional information may be added as needed. Please note that SMS messages
are limited to 160 characters, but should be kept below 130 characters, if possible, because of
cell phone carrier restrictions. All students, staff and faculty are encouraged to sign up for
E2Campus alerts. Information on signing up can be found at https://www.fcsl.edu/toolstechnology-resources-e-2-campus-alerts.html.
3.3.1 Generic Message: Alert! A [situation] has occurred near [location]. Seek shelter
indoors/avoid the area. Check www.fcsl.edu for updates. (105 characters)
3.3.2 Armed Subject: Alert! An armed subject has been reported near [location]. Avoid the
area and seek shelter immediately. (104 characters)
3.3.3 Inclement Weather Closure: Alert! Coastal Law is closed [date] due to weather.
Check www.fcsl.edu for updates. (84 characters)
3.4 Planning Assumptions
Emergency planning requires a commonly accepted set of assumed operational conditions that
provide a foundation for establishing protocols and procedures. The following assumptions
provide the basis for emergency notification at Florida Coastal School of Law.









With the exception of certain weather situations, most emergencies requiring
emergency notification will arise with little to no notice and may present an immediate
threat to life, safety, or security.
As emergencies arise, the school will balance confirming the threat with the need
to provide emergency notification quickly.
Because many situations may require an immediate response, there likely will not be
time for extended consultation before issuing a notification.
A single notification system may not reach members of the campus community in
a timely manner; therefore, a multilayered approach to emergency notification
may be needed, using a number of communication tools depending on the
situation.
Members of the campus community will seek additional information once notified
of a dangerous situation.
It is probable that speculation will occur in the absence of information;
therefore, notification messages should be clear and provide as much accurate
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information as possible.
Basic services, such as electricity, may be interrupted during an emergency
situation, limiting some communications.

3.5 Authorized Officials
During or in the lead up to an emergency that threatens life, safety, or security, it will be
necessary for notification to be provided to the Florida Coastal School of Law community with
speed and accuracy.
For this reason, Coastal Law has designated the Emergency Response Team (ERT) to serve
as Authorized Officials who are empowered to authorize the issuance of emergency
notifications. Each Emergency Response Team member is expected to act within his/her
realm of responsibility as defined by department mission and authorize emergency
notification when experience and prudence indicate that emergency conditions warrant such
actions be taken.
It is important here to draw a distinction between the authorization of an emergency notification
and the issuance of a notification. Authorizing a notification involves:





Making a determination that notification is necessary;
Formulating broad message content;
Selecting the appropriate segment of the campus to receive notification; and
Choosing the appropriate communication tool.

In contrast, issuing a notification is the physical act of using a communication tool to send a
notification message to the population. ERT members may not have received training for all of
the emergency notification systems, nor is this necessary. Upon authorization of an emergency
notification, the Authorized Official will either issue the notification him/herself or contact an
individual who is trained to operate the system to send it.
3.6 Types of Emergency Notification
Emergency situations are unique occurrences and the community will require communication to
varying extents depending on the situation. Florida Coastal School of Law issues four types of
emergency notifications depending on the timeframe associated with a given emergency:
Immediate, Impending, Status Update, and All Clear. Additional information will be
disseminated to the larger community.
3.6.1 LEVEL 1 EMERGENCY (Impending)
When a situation appears likely to occur at some point in the near future that may pose a threat to
life, safety, or security on campus the following actions will be taken:
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1) Confirm report. Here, confirmation means that a Florida Coastal School of Law ERT
member(s) has verified that a legitimate emergency or dangerous situation may exist at some
point in the near future. However, this does not necessarily mean that all of the pertinent
details are known or are even available. Depending on the situation, confirmation may be
achieved from one or more of the following sources:
▪ Investigation by Florida Coastal School of Law Security
▪ Investigation by other Florida Coastal School of Law campus department, including
but not limited to, Facilities and Student Services
▪ Investigation by City of Jacksonville Fire and Rescue Department and/or Sheriff’s
Office
▪ Duval County Emergency Services and/or Health Department
▪ Florida Department of State Health Services
▪ Media reports originating from the incident scene
If it is determined through investigation or through contact with another source that a credible
threat to the life, safety, or security of the campus community may exist, the Emergency
Response Team (ERT) will convene to assess the threat.
2) ERT Team will meet to determine the course of action. If the report is confirmed, the ERT
will determine whether the situation requires emergency notification.
▪

If it is determined that emergency notification is required, the Dean or designee
will direct the Authorized Official or trained user to proceed using the process
noted above for immediate notifications or may assume that responsibility
him/herself, or

▪

If it is determined that emergency notification is not required, the Dean or
designee will direct an ERT member to continue to monitor the situation for
further developments that may require emergency notification to be sent

3.6.2 LEVEL 2 & 3 EMERGENCY (Immediate)
When an imminent or already occurring situation poses an immediate threat to life, safety, or
security on campus, the following actions will be taken:
1) Confirm report. Here, confirmation means that a Florida Coastal School of Law ERT
member(s) has verified that a legitimate emergency or dangerous situation is imminent or
already occurring using the steps indicated above.


If it is determined through investigation or through contact with another source
that there exists a credible threat to the life, safety, or security of the campus
community, an ERT member(s) will conduct the following steps.

2) Determine message content. The ERT member will determine how much information is
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appropriate to disseminate at different points in time. S/he may consult with other campus
officials as appropriate.
Subject to the technological restrictions of the mass notification system being used,
emergency notification messages should contain the following information:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Date and time of incident or threat
Location of incident or threat
Nature of incident or threat
Actions that should be taken by affected or potentially affected populations
Additional details necessary to preserve safety and security
Sources for additional information regarding the incident or threat

3) Choose communication tool. The ERT member will, considering the nature of the threat
and the population to be notified, choose the appropriate communication tool(s) to utilize.
Florida Coastal School of Law has at its disposal a number of tools that may be used to
disseminate emergency notifications to the campus community as noted above.
4) Authorize emergency notification. The ERT member will, having confirmed the threat
and determined message content, the segment of campus to be notified, and the
appropriate communication tools, authorize the dissemination of emergency notification.
5) Issue emergency notification. The ERT member will issue the notification or contact the
trained user of the chosen communication tool(s) to issue it.
3.6.3 STATUS UPDATE
If new information is received that could further impact the life, safety, and security of the
campus community, an ERT member may issue a status update message using the process noted
above for immediate notifications. Messages should contain at a minimum the following
information:
 Date and time of incident or threat
 Current situation status
 Continued actions(s) that should be taken by affected or potentially affected populations
 Sources for additional information regarding the incident or threat
3.6.4 ALL CLEAR
When the situation has been contained and the life, safety, and security of the campus
community is no longer at risk, an ERT member will issue an “All Clear” message.
Messages should contain at a minimum the following information:
 Date and time of “All Clear” message
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Actions required to resume normal campus operations
Explanation of the resolution/conclusion of the incident or threat
Sources for additional information regarding the incident or threat

3.6.5 Communication with the Larger Community
Information will also be disseminated to individuals and/or organizations outside of the campus
community. Information provided to the larger community is developed and disseminated as
appropriate by the Director of Communications and Marketing in collaboration with campus
security and/or the President/Dean. Various methods may be employed to disseminate
information, including the website and/or communications directly with the media the local
media.
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4.

REPORTING EMERGENCIES, CRIMES & SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

Reporting an Emergency
Students, staff, faculty, and visitors should call 911 to report an emergency such as a fire,
medical emergency, act of violence, etc. 911 may be dialed directly from any campus phone.
Report all emergencies to 911 first. Then contact campus Security at (904) 680-7777.
Be prepared to provide the following information:
 Type of emergency (e.g. medical, fire, accident, active shooter, hazardous materials spill)
 Location of the emergency, including the physical address, floor and room number
 Brief description of the situation, such as what happened, how large the fire is, number
of victims, etc.
 In the event of a shooter or other act of violence, the last known location and description
of the perpetrator(s)
 Your name, phone number and location
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5.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

5.1 Preparing for Emergencies
Emergencies can happen at any time. All staff, faculty, and students should take personal
responsibility for themselves and prepare for emergency situations before they happen.






Review emergency procedures and guides
Identify primary and secondary evacuation routes from the building
Know the locations of designated shelter areas on campus
Know the location of fire extinguishers and Automated External Defibrillators
(AEDs)
Sign up for E2Campus emergency notifications and alerts

5.2 Building Evacuation
When the building fire alarm sounds, or when directed by a School official to evacuate, all
occupants will leave the building through the nearest exit. Designated Public Safety/Security or
Facilities personnel may remain behind for the purpose of assisting other occupants or
emergency responders.











Treat fire alarms as actual emergencies and not drills
Quickly gather only necessary personal belongings such as purses, phones and car keys
Leave the building immediately in a calm, orderly manner through the closest
stairwell and available exit
Do NOT use elevators
If there is no one behind you, close doors as you leave
Listen for and follow instructions
Stay together in a group with your class or work section if possible. Instructors must
account for all students. Supervisors must account for all employees in their work sections.
Do not attempt to leave campus
Move and remain at least 150 feet away from the building
WAIT for the ALL CLEAR from Security. Do not return to the building or move to
another side of the building unless told to do so by emergency personnel.

5.2.1




Faculty and Staff Responsibilities
If possible, keep students together in a group during the evacuation and stay with them
Faculty – Account for all students present upon reaching the evacuation point
Provide assistance to individuals with functional impairments who may need help
evacuating
 Immediately report any students you believe to be missing to Security or local law
enforcement or fire department.
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5.2.2 Directed Building Evacuation (Non-Fire Emergency)
Directed Evacuation is used to get occupants out of the building by a route designed to avoid
contact with a potential threat, such as a suspicious package or a hazardous material spill, or if
usual evacuation routes are blocked.
Directed evacuation procedures are the same as general evacuation procedures. Instructions for a
directed evacuation will be provided via the public address system or other appropriate
communication.
5.2.3 Building Evacuation for People with Disabilities
People with disabilities or mobility impairments should plan for emergencies by developing an
evacuation strategy and sharing it with staff, faculty, and fellow students who can assist them
with evacuation. People with service animals should practice evacuating so that their service
animal becomes familiar with both primary and alternate evacuation routes.
Some individuals with mobility impairments utilize special equipment such as wheelchairs,
braces or crutches to move around the campus. Others whose impairments are less visible may
have decreased coordination or stamina and may need to move at a slower pace or rest
frequently.
During an emergency situation, those persons requiring assistance should be consulted regarding
their needs prior to assisting them. The suggestions listed below may vary depending on the
emergency situation and the needs of the person requiring assistance.
All individuals with mobility impairments should head to the nearest stairwell. Security and
emergency responders will sweep the stairwells for individuals needing assistance.
To evacuate people with mobility impairments:





Assist and accompany to evacuation site if possible
Use a sturdy chair (or one with wheels) to move the person
Help carry individual to safety if possible
If unable to assist a person with mobility impairment, notify Security or emergency
responders

5.3 Shelter
Building occupants may be directed to shelter for situations such as severe weather or an outside
hazardous material spill. The nature and location of the incident will determine the extent of
shelter-in-place actions.
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In all instances, be prepared to evacuate the building or relocate to another area within the
building. Listen for instructions via the public address systems, and follow the direction of
School or first responder personnel.
5.3.1 General Shelter Procedures
For severe weather:
 If safe to do so, close blinds and curtains on exterior windows
 Move away from exterior windows
 If possible, seek shelter in a lower-level interior room with no windows (student kitchen,
gym locker rooms, first floor restrooms, or the bottom of the stairwells on the north and
south of the building)
For incidents involving hazardous materials outside the building:
 Close doors and windows
 Seal doors and windows with tape if available
5.4 Lockdown
A lockdown may be ordered for a human threat such as an active shooter. In a lockdown
situation, all exterior doors to a building are secured and occupants are expected to remain
inside.









Stay calm
Remain in classroom or office
If in a common area, stay away from windows and doors
Lock doors and barricade them if possible
Do not allow anyone access once the doors are locked, as this may compromise the
safety of those inside
Do not allow anyone to talk their way inside, as he/she may be the suspect or may be
coerced by the suspect outside of your view
Wait for further instructions and do not allow anyone to leave until given the “All Clear”
signal or message
If you are unable to find a secure room, consider self-evacuation from the building

Individuals who may be on the outside of buildings during a lockdown should move away from
the affected area.
5.5 Lockout
A lockout moves people into a building from the outside or keeps people in the building away
from a threat outside of a Campus. A lockout may be ordered in the event of a threat such as
police chase in the area or wild animal that poses potential danger.
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5.6 Campus Evacuation
A campus evacuation is used to get students, faculty and staff off campus due to a serious
emergency in the area.
When leaving campus, drive with caution, be courteous, and follow directions from emergency
personnel. Do not block access/egress for emergency vehicles.
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6.

ADMINISTRATION

6.1 After Action Report and Improvement Plan
The completion of an After Action Report and Improvement Plan (AAR/IP) is a part of the
School reporting process. It is used to document the School’s involvement in an incident or
event to help identify lessons learned and corrective actions.
6.1.1 Protection of AAR/IP Information
The information gathered in the AAR/IP is considered “For Official Use Only” and should be
handled as sensitive information not to be disclosed. These documents should be safeguarded,
handled, transmitted, and stored in accordance with appropriate School security procedures.
Reproduction of these documents, in whole or in part, without prior approval from a member of
the Emergency Response Team is prohibited.
6.1.2 Dissemination
The AAR/IP will be disseminated only on a need-to-know basis. When unattended, it will be
stored in a locked container or area offering sufficient protection against theft, compromise,
inadvertent access, and unauthorized disclosure.
6.2 Purpose of AAR/IP
AAR/IP documents serve the following important functions:







Provide a source for documentation of response activities
Identify problems/successes during emergency operations
Analyze the effectiveness of the School’s response components
Describe and define a plan of action for implementing improvements
Emphasize the improvement of emergency management at all levels
Provide a vehicle for documenting system improvements and a work plan for
implementing these improvements

6.3 School After Action Report and Improvement Plan Process
6.3.1 Responsibility for After Action Report and Improvement Plan




The Emergency Response Team is responsible for planning and initiating the AAR/IP
process.
At the completion of the emergency period, the Director of Security & Facilities will
assume the responsibility for continuing the AAR/IP process.
Director of Security & Facilities will coordinate the completion of the AAR/IP
with the team as early as possible during the incident to allow establishment of
timelines and expedite the preparation of the AAP/IP.
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6.3.2 AAR/IP Documentation






Documentation needs to be initiated in the early stages of an emergency
Adequate documentation:
o Is essential to operational decision-making
o May have future legal ramifications
o May have implications for reimbursement eligibility
Documentation should include materials from the planning function and the entire
emergency organization.
Recommended documentation includes:
o Emergency Incident Report Form
o Emergency Response Team Activity Log
o Copies of all communication messages sent
o Emergency Checklist
o Public information and media reports

6.3.3 AAR/IP Preparation
 Develop a detailed work plan that includes:
o Incident detailed report
o Response taken
o Recommendations for improvement
 Review, analyze, and sort documentation appropriate to the organization
 Prepare AAR drafts for review and approval, and distribute to participating
agencies, advisory boards, political bodies, and other appropriate interested
parties
 Prepare final After Action Report and forward it to Dean and President of Florida Coastal
School of Law.
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7.

EMERGENCY TYPES

7.1 Active Shooter
Call 911 from any campus phone or available cell phone.
Active shooter incidents are unpredictable and evolve quickly. A shooter(s) will not stop firing
until his/her objectives have been met or he/she is engaged by law enforcement. Each situation
is different and will change rapidly. Staff, faculty, and students must be responsible for their
own safety until additional law enforcement and first responders are available to provide
assistance. Law enforcement officers responding to the incident will first focus on
containing/eliminating the threat.
There are three options during an active shooter incident: Run (get out), Hide (lockdown), or
Fight (take out).
Run (Get Out) – If there is an accessible escape path, attempt to evacuation the premises.








Leave the area if it is safe to do so, moving away from the shooter’s location
Have an escape route and plan in mind
Leave all belongings behind
Help others escape, if possible
Keep both hands visible
Prevent people from entering an area where an active shooter may be
Call 911 as soon as it is safe to do so

Hide (Lockdown) – If evacuation is not possible, find a place to hide where the active shooter is
less likely to find you.










Hide in an area out of the shooter’s view, and behind large items that provide
concealment and protection from gunfire
Block entry to your hiding place and lock the doors
Do not trap or restrict your options for movement, if necessary
Turn off lights, computer monitors, radios and close blinds
Silence all cell phones
Stay calm, quiet, and out of sight (hide under desks or other furniture)
Unless you are in imminent danger from fire, ignore any fire alarms sounding but stay
aware of your surroundings. Active shooters may pull fire alarms in an attempt to shoot
people as they exit the building.
If you are in a safe location and not in harm’s way, do not leave your hiding place until
directed to do so by law enforcement officials
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Keep your hands in plain view at all times for police officers. Follow directions exactly
and carry nothing that could be mistaken for a weapon.

Fight (Take Out) – Prepare to defend as an absolute last resort, and only when in imminent
danger






Attempt to disrupt and/or incapacitate the shooter
Throw items and improvise weapons from available objects
Hit, kick, or tackle the shooter if close enough
Act with physical aggression
Commit to your actions

No matter what option you select, CALL 911, as soon as possible!
Information to provide to law enforcement:






Location of the active shooter
Number of shooters, if more than one
Physical description of shooter(s)
Number and type of weapons held by the shooter(s)
Number of potential victims at the location

What to expect from emergency responders:




The first responding law enforcement officer(s) will not stop to aid the wounded or
injured. Their primary mission is to contain the threat.
Medical and rescue teams will begin treatment of the injured only after the area is
declared safe by law enforcement personnel
Law enforcement may relocate building occupants to a safe area, or may instruct
occupants to remain where they are

After the incident:







After evacuation, you may be taken to a holding area for medical treatment,
interviewing, and/or counseling
Law enforcement personnel may detain anyone as a witness to the incident
You may be asked to provide statements to law enforcement right away, or at a later time
The entire area will be treated as a crime scene
Once everyone has been evacuated, no one will be allowed to re-enter the building
Information will be released to the Coastal Law community as soon as possible
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7.2 AED (Automated External Defibrillator)
An automated external defibrillator or AED is an electronic device that delivers an electric
shock to the heart of a person in cardiac arrest. The AED is a “smart” device and will only
deliver a shock when it is needed. Anyone can use an AED since the device gives verbal
instructions for each step of the process.
An AED should be used when a person collapses or becomes unconscious, is unresponsive to
shaking or shouting, has no pulse and is not breathing.


If a person is unconscious and unresponsive to shaking or shouting, send someone to call
911 and to retrieve one of the AEDs.
Note: An alarm will sound when the AED is removed from its cabinet.



Check the patient for respirations and pulse. If the patient is not breathing and has no
pulse, begin cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).



Open the lid of the AED to activate the verbal instructions. Stay calm and follow the
instructions until emergency medical personnel arrive.

AEDs are located by the main stairwell (front of the building) on each floor. Another AED can be
found near the garage exit door on the 3rd floor of the library.
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7.3 Behavioral Problems – Significant
If you see someone who displays dangerous behavior (actions which have a high risk of being
harmful or injurious to oneself or others), call 911 from any campus phone or available cell phone.
Then notify Security of the issue at 680-7777.
If you see someone who displays questionable behavior, contact Security at 680-7777. Please be
prepared to provide physical description information about the person in question.








Tell the dispatcher the location or last known location of the person
Provide a physical description of the person:
o
Race
o
Sex
o
Height
o
Weight
o
Hair color
o
Identifying marks such as tattoos or scars
o
Top clothing (jacket and/or shirt)
o
Bottom clothing (pants, shorts, shoes, etc.)
If possible, provide any vehicle description that may assist JSO with locating the person:
o
Make
o
Model
o
Color
o
License plate state and number
o
Identifiable decals or markings on the vehicle
Do NOT attempt to detain the person
Ask any witnesses to remain until JSO arrive
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7.4 Bomb Threat
Any bomb threat directed at Florida Coastal School of Law (phone, mail, etc.) will be evaluated
and responded to as a legitimate and real threat to the School. Typically delivered by telephone,
such threats are intended to cause disruption, are practical jokes, or are motivated by revenge. The
number one priority of the School is the safety of the students, staff, and faculty.
Response procedures will vary with each bomb threat. Deviations to standardized procedures are
expected based on variations in the nature of the threat, the specificity of the threat, and the
threatened location.
Bomb Threat Received via Telephone






Enter all aspects of the call on the Bomb Threat Reporting Checklist (see page 45)
Keep the caller talking as long as possible
If possible, have someone else call 911. Then notify Security, who will, in turn, notify
appropriate school administrators and continue with Bomb Threat Standard Operating
Procedures if a threat is determined credible
Students, staff, and faculty may be ordered to evacuate the building in the event of a
credible threat

Bomb Threat Received via Text Message or Social Media










Immediately report the threat by calling 911
Read bomb threat message to the dispatcher exactly as written
Report the identity of the sender, the date and time the e-mail/social media post was
received, who the message is intended for, who received carbon copies, and the subject
line from the e- mail message
Do not respond to the sender
Do not delete the bomb threat message
Print a copy of the bomb threat message, if possible
Meet with responding officers to provide any additional information or answer any
questions they may have regarding the email/social media post
Employees and students should follow the directions of emergency response personnel
regarding necessary announcements or evacuations

Evacuation
Any evacuation ordered due to a bomb threat is mandatory. All occupants of the area asked
to evacuate shall immediately move towards a safe exit and proceed to the collection point
stated on the evacuation map until JSO determines it is safe to re-enter.
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Students will take all personal property with them
Staff and faculty will inspect for, but not disturb, unusual objects as they depart
classrooms and work areas
Notify JSO of any suspicious or unusual object
Do NOT touch, move, or tamper with any suspicious item
Assist any disabled persons quickly and safely to the nearest exit
Students, staff, and faculty will assemble at least 500 feet from the building, or at a
designated location
Keep fire lanes, sidewalks, and entrances clear for emergency vehicles and
personnel
Do NOT use cell phones or portable 2-way radios within 300 feet of a building suspected
of containing an explosive device
Do NOT re-enter the building until notified by emergency personnel
If it is determined that a sweep for evidence/devices is necessary, employees may be
asked to conduct a sweep (with authorized JSO/Bomb Squad personnel) in areas where
they are most qualified to identify items that do not belong
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7.5 Civil Disturbance/Riot
Civil disturbances on campus should not normally result in violence and destruction. However,
they could change from non-violent, non-destructive or non-disruptive events into violent and
destructive riots (or disruptive events). Caution is advised when moving about the campus in the
event of a period of unrest. Personal safety is paramount, so use caution when venturing outside
of work spaces and classrooms. If assistance is required, contact Campus Security.
Call 911 from any campus phone or available cell phone.
Non-violent, peaceful demonstration
 Report incident to Security (904-680-7777).
 Conduct school business in a normal manner.
 If demonstrators remain inside a building or at a site on campus at the end of normal
working hours, Security will monitor the area as directed by the Dean or a senior member
of the Emergency Response Team.
 If demonstrators refuse to depart at the end of the normal workday or scheduled closure,
the incident may be treated as a disruptive demonstration.

Violent, Destructive (or disruptive) Demonstration or Riot – personal safety is paramount!
 Contact 911 to report incident.
 Report incident to Security (904-680-7777).
 Dean will consult with Emergency Response Team, and may call for intervention by law
enforcement agencies.
 Emergency medical teams will be requested to treat student/employee injuries.
 Facilities personnel will be prepared to make emergency repairs to damaged equipment and
structures so that the school can return to normal operations, as soon as possible.
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7.6 Criminal Activity
Criminal Activity may include, but not limited to:
 Abduction – to carry off or lead away a person illegally and in secret or by force.
 Assault – an unlawful physical attack upon another, an attempt or offer to do violence to
another, with or without battery, as by holding a weapon in a threatening manner.
 Burglary/Theft – the wrongful taking and carrying away of the personal property of
another.
 Use of illegal drugs on campus – any drug illegal in Florida, including prescription drugs
not prescribed to the user.
 Illegal possession of a weapon on campus – possessing any weapon (knife, gun, explosive
device, etc.) in the building or on the surrounding campus.
 Vandalism – deliberately, mischievous or malicious destruction or damage of property.
If you witness any criminal activity, Call 911 immediately from any campus phone or available
cell phone. Provide as much information as possible to the dispatcher. Then notify Security.
 Victim description:
o Name
o Race
o Sex
o Age
o Height and weight
o Hair color
o Identifying marks such as tattoos or scars
o Clothing (jacket/shirt, pants/shorts and shoes)
 Suspect description:
o Race
o Sex
o Age
o Height and weight
o Hair color
o Identifying marks such as tattoos or scars
o Clothing (jacket/shirt, pants/shorts and shoes)
 Suspect vehicle:
o Make/Model
o Color
o License plate state and number
o Identifiable decals or markings on the vehicle
 Time and location of abduction
 Do NOT attempt to detain the person
 Ask any witnesses to remain until JSO arrives
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7.7 Elevator Emergencies
In the event that an elevator becomes stuck, or elevator service is interrupted by a malfunction or
power outage:








Stay calm.
Do not attempt to force open the door.
Locate the emergency phone panel and push the button. The phone will automatically dial the
elevator response company who will dispatch a technician.
The emergency phone panel may be identified with words, a symbol similar to the one shown
below, or both.
Next, using your cell phone, notify Security at (904) 680-7777 and provide the following
information:
o Name
o Which elevator you are on
o What floor you are currently on
To ensure safety, Security will remain outside stuck elevator doors until authorities arrive

Emergency Phone Symbol
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7.8 Fire
Fire is a serious emergency that presents multiple hazards including burning heat, toxic smoke
and structural collapse. It can occur as an act of nature, an accident, or as an act of sabotage.
Regardless of its source, the potential for the outbreak of a fire can be reduced with an adequate
fire prevention and protection plan.
Recommended Actions:
If you discover a fire or smell smoke, remember the acronym – R.A.C.E.







Rescue
o Assist others, including persons with special needs, if safe to do so
Alert
o Inform the people around you there is fire
o Activate the nearest fire alarm (usually a pull station), even if the fire is known to be
small
o Only fight the fire with hand-held fire extinguisher, if possible and safe to do so
o Call 911, and then contact Security (904-680-7777)
o Tell dispatcher your exact location, nature of the emergency, your name, phone
number
Confine
o Close doors behind you to inhibit the fire from spreading
o Do not lock door
Evacuate
o Leave through nearest marked EXIT route
o Alert other people to evacuate
o Assist injured or disabled people
o Do NOT use elevators
o If area is smoke-filled, stay low to the floor and use a wet cloth, if possible to
cover your nose/mouth

If you cannot evacuate or are trapped:
 Close doors between you and the fire and/or smoke
 Seal doors and cracks to keep smoke out
 Stay low to the ground to avoid inhaling toxic fumes/smoke
 Call 911 and notify the dispatcher of your location
 Shout periodically or signal from a window to alert firefighters of your location
Once outside:
 Go to your designated Emergency Assembly Point and wait for the authorities to give the
“All Clear”
 Supervisors and faculty should do a quick check to make sure everyone has evacuated
safely
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7.9 Fire Alarm Sounding
Fire alarms will be treated as actual emergencies until officially determined otherwise.
When the fire alarm sounds:
 Stay calm
 Evacuate the building at once to the Emergency Assembly Point by moving
quickly, but in an orderly manner, through the nearest exit
 Move at least 150 feet away from the building
 Do NOT use elevators
 Do NOT remain on the deck
 Move away from the building as quickly as possible
 Assist people with disabilities who may need help evacuating
 If you encounter smoke:
o Find another exit if possible
o Stay low under the smoke, and keep your mouth covered
 Do not open doors that are hot to the touch
 Stay with the group from your area during evacuation
 Once outside, stay clear of emergency vehicles and personnel
 Do not go back into the building for any reason until authorized to do so by the
fire department or Security
Note: It is an honor code violation to remain in the building once the fire alarm has sounded.
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7.10 Fire Extinguisher Operation
Fire extinguishers are located in wall cabinets throughout the building, parking garage and in the
classrooms. They can be used on paper, liquid or electrical fires. The instruction for use are printed
on the unit.
Use a fire extinguisher to put out a fire ONLY if:
 The fire is no larger than a trash can;
 There is an extinguisher nearby; AND
 You feel confident about using a fire extinguisher to put out the fire
How to Use an Extinguisher (Small Fires Only):
 Check the fire extinguisher to make sure it is appropriate for the type of fire
 Class A-B-C extinguishers, located throughout the building, are suitable for
most fires
 Check the pressure gauge. The needle should be in the GREEN section of the gauge.
 Remove extinguisher from its cabinet or bracket
 Use the acronym P.A.S.S. to operate:
Pull the safety pin, breaking the plastic tab, and discard it.
Aim the nozzle at the base of the fire.
Squeeze the handle to discharge the dry chemical powder.
Sweep the nozzle back and forth across the base of the fire.
 Use the entire contents of the fire extinguisher. If the fire does not go out after
emptying the extinguisher, evacuate immediately.
 When the fire appears to be out, back away, as it may flare up again. Do NOT turn your
back to a fire.
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7.11 Flood
Minor or area flooding on campus could occur as a result of a water main break or major multiple
rainstorms. Security monitors the National Weather Service, and other emergency advisory
systems to stay abreast of weather and alert related conditions and will provide instructions should
they be necessary.
Terminology:
o Flash Flood Watch or Flood Watch: Flash flooding or flooding is possible within
the designated watch area. Be alert.
o Flash Flood Warning or Flood Warning: Flash flooding or flooding has
been reported or is imminent. Take necessary safety precautions at once.
o Flood Advisory: Flooding of small streams, streets, and low-lying areas, such as
railroad underpasses and urban storm drains, is occurring.
Leaving Campus During Flood Conditions:
 Avoid areas subject to flooding – dips in the road, low spots, washes, etc.
 Do not attempt to cross flowing streams or flooded roadways. The roadbed may not be
intact under floodwaters. Turn around and go another way. NEVER drive through
flooded roadways.
 If the vehicle stalls, leave it immediately and seek higher ground. Rapidly rising water
may engulf the vehicle and its occupants and sweep them away.
 If the water on the roadway is ankle-deep or greater, turn around and find another
route, or find a safe location to wait out the storm and/or flooding.
Flooding on Campus:
 Notify Security at (904) 680-777
 Shut off all electrical equipment
 If time allows, move records and equipment up off the floor onto shelves and tables to
prevent damage from minor flooding
 Relocate to higher, safer ground and wait for further instructions from Security
 Assist those with functional impairments who may need assistance
 If the building is evacuated, follow the instructions on Building Evacuation
 Do not return to the building until “All Clear” is announced
After a Flood:
 Verify that electrical equipment has been checked and dried before returning to service
 Facilities and Operations personnel will use flashlights, not candles, matches, or other open
flame, when examining buildings for damage
 Facilities personnel will report damaged utilities to appropriate authorities
 Use bottled drinking water until the water supply has been inspected and cleared
 Restock any emergency supplies used
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7.12 Hazardous Material (HAZMAT) Spill or Leak
Hazardous material spills or leaks can originate from on-campus or off-campus sources
(classroom, industrial, vehicle mishap, fire, etc.). As a result, the Coastal Law community must
be prepared to respond in the event of a HAZMAT incident to protect lives and property.
On-campus HAZMAT Incident
Call 911 (and then campus security) – provide as much information as feasible to Emergency
Response dispatcher including location of incident, amount and type of material, and number of
people affected
Recommended Actions:
If you discover a spill or leak, remember the acronym – S.W.I.M.S.
 Stop all work
 Warn others in the area and report the incident to Security at (904) 680-7777
 Isolate the area and restrict access
 Monitor yourself – Check skin, clothes and shoes
 Stay in the immediate area and notify your supervisor or professor
Facilities
 The Director of Security & Facilities is the designated Emergency Coordinator for
hazardous materials and chemical incidents at Florida Coastal School of Law
 Determine nature of spill/leak – consult Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) either at
the scene or in Security/Facilities office to determine immediate action steps to be
taken in the event of a spill/leak of a particular substance
 Gather appropriate detailed information on the HAZMAT incident for follow-up
reporting and analysis
Security
 Ensure Emergency Response personnel and equipment are contacted to respond to
campus
 Contact Facilities for assistance in containing or cleaning the area as appropriate
based on the hazards reported in the MSDS
 Notify the Coastal Law community as needed
 Evacuate area/control access to ensure threat to other personnel is minimized
 Assist responding police and rescue personnel
 Maintain access to fire lanes, building entrances, sidewalks, etc., for emergency
vehicles, equipment, and personnel
Campus response procedures for a hazardous material incident will vary according to the
location of the incident, the quantity and type of chemical involved, time of day, day of the
week, and weather conditions.
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Depending on the nature and extent of the incident, students, staff, and faculty may be
directed to do one of the following:





Evacuate the building
Relocate to another location within the building
Remain inside the building until the situation is stabilized
Evacuate the campus

Building/Area Evacuation






Depart through nearest marked exit to the Emergency Assembly Point – alert others to do
the same
Assist disabled persons that elevators may not work in the event of a power outage or
fire
Once outside, move at least 500 feet away from the affected building/area
If possible, move up wind to avoid inhaling fumes, etc., from the spill/leak
Do not return to building/area until ‘All Clear’ is announced by Security

Off-campus HAZMAT Incident
Campus Security will probably receive first alert from local police and/or fire rescue
organizations
 Contact a member of the Emergency Response Team
 Assist Dean in controlling media access to campus
 Be prepared to assist the authorities with the evacuation of the campus
 If evacuation ordered, walk-through the entire building to ensure all personnel have
departed campus
 Secure building to avoid reentry by unauthorized personnel
 Coordinate with local law enforcement to direct departing vehicles to authorized
evacuation route(s)
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7.13 Hurricane
Hurricanes are tropical cyclonic storms that combine wind, rain, storm, and tidal surge that can
be devastating to coastal areas along the Gulf and East Coasts of the United States. Certain
terminology related to hurricane reporting must be defined to understand the provisions of this
plan.
Definitions:
 Hurricane – tropical cyclonic storm with winds in excess of 73 mph
 Storm Surge – dome of water (50-100 miles wide) that hits coastline prior to storm arrival
– greatest threat to coastal life and property
 Storm Tide – combination of storm surge and normal tides
 Tropical Storm – named tropical cyclone with winds 39-73 mph
 Tropical Storm Warning – storm conditions expected in 24 hours
 Tropical Storm Watch – storm conditions possible in 36 hours
 Tropical Depression – tropical cyclone with winds less than 39 mph
 Tropical Cyclone – common term used to describe all circulating weather systems
Warning Phases
 WATCH – Hurricane conditions are possible in the specified area of the hurricane watch,
generally within 36 hours
 WARNING – Hurricane conditions are expected in the specified area of the
hurricane warning, generally within 24 hours
Storm Intensity – Saffir-Simpson scale categorizes the severity of hurricanes according to wind
speeds.
Category 1
74 to 95 mph

Category 2
96 to 110 mph

Category 3
111 to 130 mph

Category 4
131 to 155 mph

Category 5




















Damage primarily to shrubbery, tree foliage, and unanchored
mobile home
Minor pier damage
Bridges may close due to high wind conditions
Tree damage probable
Major damage to exposed mobile homes
Damage to poorly constructed signage
Damage to roofing materials
Evacuation of shoreline residences
Tree damage likely; large trees blown over
Window and door damage; roofing materials damaged
Possible structural damage to small buildings
Serious coastal flooding
Low inland escape routes cut off by rising water 3 to 5 hours
prior to storm center arrival
Major damage to roofing materials, doors and windows
Mobile homes destroyed
Major flooding
Evacuation of shoreline structures required
Major damage to roofs, windows and doors
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> than 155 mph



Major damage to lower floors of all structures less than 15 feet above
sea level within 500 yards of shore

When a “Hurricane Watch” is issued:
 Dean will activate the Emergency Response Team (ERT)
 Students, staff, and faculty are encouraged to monitor the storm’s progress and take
necessary safety precautions
 Security/Facilities will ensure pre-hurricane preparations are complete
o Ensure all radios are charged
o Ensure first aid kit is stocked
o Check diesel level in generator
o Test campus communication tools
o Monitor local news for development of storm
 ERT will advise Dean if the building should close for the storm
 ERT will send notifications of the situation to the Coastal Law community
When a “Hurricane Warning” is issued:
 Dean will activate the Emergency Response Team (ERT)
 Students, staff, and faculty are encouraged to monitor the storm’s progress and take
necessary safety precautions
 Security/Facilities will ensure pre-hurricane preparations are complete
o Ensure all radios are charged
o Ensure first aid kit is stocked
o Check diesel level in generator
o Test campus communication tools
o Monitor local news for development of storm
 Staff and faculty will perform the following damage preventative steps
o Close and lock all office, suites, and classroom doors
o Secure all loose outside furniture and equipment
o Dismiss all non-essential personnel
 Dean will order evacuation of building for the storm
 ERT will send notifications of the situation to the Coastal Law community
 Security will secure the building and leave immediately
After hurricane passage and wind subsides
 Building inspection will be completed by authorized members of the ERT
 Inspect entire building notating any damage with digital pictures for insurance
claims
 ERT will meet to discuss when regular business operations can safely resume
 ERT will send out notifications of reopening date
 If damage is extensive, outside contractors or additional temporary facilities positions may
be needed
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7.14 Medical Emergencies
Injury – An acute physical trauma affecting the body, which poses an immediate risk to a person’s
life or long‐term health.
Illness – A sickness or health condition affecting the body or mind, which poses an immediate risk
to a person’s life or long‐term health.
Recommended Actions:
 Stay calm
 Call 911 and provide dispatcher with relevant information including:
o The patient’s exact location
o Nature of the illness/injury
o Your name and number
o Whether the patient is conscious or unconscious
o Do not hang up until told to do so
 After 911, call Security at (904) 680-7777 and notify them of the situation
 Keep the patient still, quiet, calm, and as comfortable as possible
 Let the patient know help is on the way
 Do NOT move the patient unless there is an imminent danger to life or safety
 Assign someone to stay with the patient until emergency medical personnel arrive, and
disperse bystanders
 Watch for arrival of emergency personnel and direct them
 After emergency personnel arrive, stay out of the way but do not leave
 The Florida Coastal employee that responds to the emergency will notify HR (if an
employee has an emergency) or Student Affairs (if a student has an emergency) so their
next of kin can be notified immediately.
If you feel comfortable, follow the below guidelines for the specific type of medical emergency.
Asthma Attack
 Help the person sit in a comfortable position and help them take their medication
 Have the person take long, slow breaths
Bleeding
 Put pressure on the wound with whatever is available to stop or slow down the flow of
blood
Burns
 Cool the burn under cool running water for at least 10 minutes
 If the burn requires further medical care, loosely cover the burn with plastic wrap or a clean
plastic bag
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Choking
 Hit the choking person firmly on their back between the shoulder blades five times to
dislodge the object
 Then give five quick abdominal thrusts
Diabetic Emergency
 Give the diabetic person something containing sugar, such as sugar tablets, orange juice,
sugar‐containing candy, or a non‐diet drink
Heart Attack
 The person may have persistent vice‐like chest pain, or isolated unexplained discomfort in
arms, neck, jaw, back or stomach
 Give them aspirin, as long as they are not allergic. The best is one not enteric (coated).
 Make sure they are in a position that is comfortable for them (e.g. sit them on the floor,
leaning against a wall or chair)
 Give them constant reassurance while waiting for emergency responders
Seizure
 Do not restrain the person seizing but put a blanket or clothing next to their head, but not
under it to protect them from head injury. Placing under their head may compromise the
airway.
 After the seizure, roll the person to their side with their head tilted back
Stroke
 Think F.A.S.T.
o Face: Is there weakness on one side of their face?
o Arms: Can they raise both arms?
o Speech: Is their speech slurred?
o Time: To call 911
 Talk to the person to reassure them while you wait for emergency responders to arrive
Unconscious Individual
 Check for breathing by tilting their head backwards and listen/feel for breathing
 If Breathing:
o Move them onto their side and tilt their head back
 If NOT Breathing:
o If no breaths are felt, start chest compressions. Place the heel of your hand on the
center of the chest and the heel of your other hand on top of the first, lacing your
fingers together. Push firmly down in the middle of the chest and then release. Push
hard and fast, at a rate of 100 compressions per minute, until emergency responders
arrive. All security personnel are trained and certified in CPR.
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7.15 Suspicious Packages
Security is the first point of review for any letter or package received at the campus. However,
all staff and faculty members who handle mail should be familiar with the indicators of a
suspicious package or letter. Everyone should be diligent in reviewing mail for anything
suspicious or harmful such as explosives, chemical, or biological agents.
Suspicious Package Indicators:



















Unexpected delivery from someone unfamiliar to you or from a foreign country
No return address, or one that cannot be verified as legitimate
No postmark (may indicate hand delivery)
Marked with restrictive endorsement such as "Personal," "Confidential," or "Do Not Xray"
Postage irregularities including excessive postage, no postage, or unusual stamps
Badly typed, misspelled, or poorly written addresses and markings
Protruding wires or aluminum foil
Strange odors
Discoloration or oily stains
A city or state in the postmark that doesn’t match the return address
Unusual weight given its size; lopsided or oddly shaped; rigid; uneven; soft spots; or
bulges
Crystals, powder, or powder-like substance leaking from package
Ticking or other unusual sound
Marked with threatening language
Inappropriate or unusual labeling
Excessive packaging material such as masking tape and string
Not addressed to a specific person or addressed to someone no longer with the School
Incorrect titles or title without a name

Recommended Actions:







DO NOT OPEN, SHAKE, HANDLE, OR INVITE OTHERS TO EXAMINE THE
ITEM
Call Security immediately at (904) 680-7777
Leave the room and close the door, or section off the area to prevent others from
entering
Have a faculty or staff member secure the package until Security arrives
Wash your hands with soap and water to prevent spreading any contaminant
Security will assess the situation and determine subsequent actions to be taken, to include
requesting a Hazardous Materials team if necessary

See the next page for an illustration of suspect letter and package indicators.
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7.16 Weather Emergencies (Tornado Watch/Warnings – Heavy Thunderstorms)
Florida Coastal School of Law and Northeast Florida can experience severe weather to include
heavy thunderstorm activity with associated lightning, tornadoes, and on rare occasions in the
winter, ice storms and light snowfall. Weather related emergencies have the potential to cause
injury or death to students and staff, as well as damage to buildings, other infrastructure, and
large trees on campus. Students, staff, and faculty are encouraged to personally monitor
weather conditions, NWS reports, and to sign up for weather alerts from commercial media
outlets.
Tornado Watch
The National Weather Service issues a tornado watch when weather conditions are favorable for
possible formation of tornadoes.
Recommended Actions:






Security will alert the campus community through various communication tools
Security or Facilities will check to be sure that shelter areas are accessible should the
tornado watch evolve into a tornado warning
Security and/or Facilities will secure loose equipment, inspect and secure building and
other infrastructure
Students, staff, and faculty should remain alert for approaching storms and monitor
radio and television for current weather information
Anyone located outside the building should relocate inside

Tornado Warning
The National Weather Service issues a tornado warning when a tornado has been sighted in the
area or is indicated by weather radar. Take shelter immediately!
Recommended Actions:








Security will alert the campus community through various communication tools
Seek indoor shelter – go to stairwell or interior hallway away from windows
If time does not permit, proceed to the safest area of the classroom or structure – inside wall
or hallway farthest away from windows and doors
Do not seek shelter in open structures with long roof spans, i.e., atrium, lobby
If available, take shelter underneath desk or heavy tables
Protect your head
Report injury, damage, flooding, etc. to appropriate office:
 Security – alert on-duty staff if in vicinity or call security office (904-680-7777)
 Facilities – email facilities@fcsl.edu
 Contact off-campus Emergency Response at 911, if necessary
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If you are outside of the building and a tornado is approaching:




Get out of your vehicle. Do NOT stay in your vehicle, and NEVER try to outrun a tornado.
Move into a permanent building if there is time to do so safely
If you cannot make it to a building, lie flat in a nearby ditch or depression until the tornado
has passed

After a tornado:








If the building has suffered structural damage, evacuate immediately
If you cannot evacuate or are trapped, call 911
Follow directions of School officials and emergency responders
Stay clear of damaged areas
Beware of fallen debris, exposed electrical lines, downed power lines, and gas leaks
Stay with your group and account for everyone
Administer first aid to the injured
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Appendix A
Figure 7.4: Bomb Threat Reporting Checklist
Stay Calm. Be Courteous. Listen. Do Not Interrupt the Caller.
YOUR NAME:

Time:

CALLER’S IDENTITY:
Male
Female

Adult

ORIGIN OF CALLER:
Local
Long Distance

Date:

Juvenile

Approx. Age:

Telephone Booth

Years

Within Building

EXACT WORDS OF CALLER (Use extra sheets if necessary):

BOMB FACTS
Pretend to Have Difficulty Hearing – Keep Caller Talking
If Caller Seems Agreeable to Further Conversation, Ask Questions Like:
When will it go off?

Certain Hour

Time Remaining

Where is it located?

Floor

Area

What kind of bomb?

What kind of package?

How do you know so much about the bomb?
What is your name and address?

VOICE
Loud
Soft
High Pitch
Deep
Raspy
Pleasant
Nasal
Other:

SPEECH
Distinct
Stutter
Slurred
Distorted
Slow
Fast
Lisp
Intoxicated
Other:

CALLER
CHARACTERISTICS
MANNER
LANGUAGE
Calm
Angry
Coherent
Incoherent
Rational
Irrational
Deliberate
Emotional
Other:

Fair
Foul
Good
Poor
Excellent

Other:

ACCENT
Local
Not local
Foreign
Race
Regional

Other:

BACKGROUND
NOISE
Office
Animal
Traffic
Music
Airplanes
Factory
Party
Voices
Other:
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Appendix B
Emergency Preparedness for Academic Continuity
In the event of an emergency, it may be necessary for Coastal Law to suspend normal operations.
During this time, Coastal Law may opt to continue delivery of instruction through methods that
include but are not limited to: Desire2Learn (D2L), Skype, and email messaging and/or an
alternate schedule. It’s the responsibility of the student to monitor D2L or other classroom
application sites for each class for course specific communication, and the main Coastal Law and
department websites, emails, and E2Campus messages for important general information.
Guiding Principles for Instructional Faculty
Faculty involved in instruction should consider how instructional delivery to students can be
continued in the event of a full or partial campus closure for an extended period of time under
conditions where the infrastructure is intact (e.g. pandemic closure).
It is clear that a single solution will not fit all courses and disciplines and that the quality of
instruction may be affected. However, during the development of course material and the
considerations of delivery methods, the possibility of an extended closure should be explored.
Faculty should consider contingency plans to respond to varying severities and lengths of
closures so that courses can continue to be taught. Scenarios that may be considered include the
following:




Scenario #1: Coastal Law shut down for 1-2 weeks, Coastal Law
infrastructure is functional
Scenario #2: Coastal Law shut down for 3-4 weeks, Coastal Law
infrastructure is functional
Scenario #3: Coastal Law shut down for up to 6 weeks, Coastal Law
infrastructure is functional

Key Questions to Consider During Course Development
The following questions may help faculty work through the process of addressing “alternative”
course delivery methods.




What options are available should I become ill—are there other faculty/adjuncts/TAs in
the program that can assist with the course while I recover?
What will I do if a significant proportion (20%-40%) of the class is out sick for an
extended period to time (i.e., 5-7 days)?
What parts of the course content can be modified for delivery through distance methods?
1. What content could be delivered through Blackboard Collaborate virtual
classroom in live or recorded sessions?
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2. What content could be delivered through PowerPoint slides, webcasts, other
documents, and/or discussion boards in the learning/course management system
(D2L)?
3. Do I have quizzes or other assignments that could be administered or submitted
through a course management system?
What level of interaction with the students, during and outside of class hours, will be
required for my TA(s) and I, and what are the possible ways to accomplish that?
Could I hold virtual office hours and/or exam review sessions through Blackboard
Collaborate?
What hardware and technology support do I need?
What training or assistance would be needed to modify content or set up for distance
delivery?
What support will my students need to participate in “distance mode?”

Recommendations for Developing Course Content
Below are some ideas that allow for flexibility in course delivery and would support continued
student opportunities to learn during a closure. Academic Technology is available to train faculty
– preferably in advance of an emergency - to set up a virtual classroom.















Post PPT or convert to lecture outlines in the course management system (D2L) to allow
students to follow content
Post PPTs with audio commentary
Develop courses using Blackboard Collaborative to become familiar with this
delivery method
Develop a comprehensive “time line” for working through entire course material
Schedule a “Whiteboard” or chat session to determine the utility of this mechanism.
Develop and post comprehensive reading guide for the entire semester and post on the
portal or D2L
Develop comprehensive worksheets for important content and post on D2L
Develop weekly online quizzes or PPT exercises to guide students through concepts
while also monitoring student engagement and understanding
Provide list of web links to other online content that supplements material
Post or link to videos or tutorials that describe key content ideas
Obtain the necessary equipment (e.g., webcam, microphone) and software (e.g., Camtasia
Relay) from IT in order to be prepared to create content for courses, and learn how to use
them
Develop and post webcasts of lectures
Develop contingency plans to deal with make-up assignments for large numbers of
students in the event that a high proportion will be absent due to illness (student will be
advised to remain at home should they become ill)
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Appendix C
Acronyms and Glossary
AAR
ECC
ERP
ERT

After Action Report
Emergency Coordination Center
Emergency Response Plan
Emergency Response Team

After Action Report: A review of actions, procedures, and policies that is conducted after an
incident or exercise to identify strengths, weaknesses, and areas of improvement
Emergency Response Team: School staff and faculty who are trained to respond to minor
emergencies on campus and assist Campus Security with evacuations
Designated Shelter Area: An area in a building that has been designated as a preferred place to
take cover and/or shelter in the event of a tornado or other emergency event
Emergency: Any incident, whether natural or human-caused, that requires responsive action to
protect life or property
Emergency Coordination Center: The designated facility where the campus Emergency
Management Operations Group will convene and direct the overall response during an
emergency or disaster. The ECC may be located on campus or at an off-site location as the
situation dictates.
Emergency Notification System: A communications system designed to provide
emergency notification via text messaging, e-mail, telephone, and/or other electronic
methods
Emergency Responder: Any member of campus or local emergency services, to include
law enforcement, fire, and emergency medical services
Evacuation: An emergency protocol in which all of a building’s occupants are required to exit
the building
Hazardous Material: Any substance or material that, when involved in an accident and
released in sufficient quantities, poses a risk to people’s health, safety, and/or property. These
substances and materials include explosives, radioactive materials, flammable liquids or solids,
combustible liquids or solids, poisons, oxidizers, toxins, and corrosive materials.
Lockdown: An emergency protocol in which access to a building is restricted by locking
all exterior building doors.
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